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About This Game

Croquet Pro 2 Association Edition takes the gameplay of the original and adapts it to 6-wicket, association style rules.

Starting with a coin toss to determine the right of choice, two players each control two balls in a game of strategy and skill.

The objective of the game is to score 13 points with each ball by running 6 hoops forward and backwards then pegging out. The
player can knock other balls and take roquet in order to position the best winning strategy.

A deadness board, scorecard, and diagram of the court can be viewed in the pause menu.

The game is played by selecting a move (i.e. strike the ball, switch balls, let balls lie and end turn) then selecting the court to
position the mallet.

Releasing the press will fire the mallet from the indicated position with a power related to the distance from the ball. For the
starting turns and when taking roquet, the balls is placed by selecting within the purple line or circle.

From the seasoned croquet player to the novice, Croquet Pro 2 is a unique and fun game unlike any other.
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croquet pro 2

Seems like a fine game, the big complaint I have is the speed at which it moves / allows skipping of text. It just takes too long to
actually play.. Nice DLC.
The rewards are great.. but you'll need to beat the scenarios at the highest difficulty setting to get them (otherwise it's just gold)
so you'll need a pretty strong party for that.
Difficulty is quite high.. So far, great game. I can't make any judgement on the game story, because I never got that far. I never
was good at games like this anyway.. Pretty awesome first episode - inspiring stuff. Not as cool as Indie Game: The Movie, in
my opinion - less story, but more insight into what actually happens during the game-making process. Can't wait for the rest!.
Finished career mode in less than 1 day. Career mode is short, but the other features such as workshop, and modding abilities
make this game worth it's price.. If you are trying to make a post apocalyptic tropico then get this dlc!. In this game you mostly
experiment by dropping things into the play area without guidance and see what comes about. Look for how to make different
things for its own sake. It's an interesting tool for teaching the process of discovering rules. It's done no favors by its unpolished
visual presentation and its blase writing. You'll get little guidance or purpose from the game itself, making more a toy than a
game at times.. Dannazione! That doll puzzle tho. :P. One of the coolest VR titles I've experienced! You pilot a space ship
through star systems to reach your destination. In order to get there, you'll need to discover and extract resources from planets in
a star system using two reusable probes that dock inside your ship while maintaining a steady supply of juice on your ship's
battery. The probes have fuel that must be replenished after missions along with various parts that can be upgraded to more
efficient parts that may be unlocked. The replay value blows the price out of the water, and I would be the biggest liar in the
galaxy if I said this game isn't fun.. This game is awesome i rate it very high good puzzles some hard some easy just the right
mix 4.06 was partically great to solve.
This game reminds me of The Turing Test more like this guys a big shout to the game makers.
There could be more levels of course using more colour boxs and more turn plates spining the room around.
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worst game ever. very select vehicles and tools. don't get to do full mission before you are finished. Dumbest game ever and
can't believe Steam to even waste the space for this crap. I better get my money back.. well played!. If you have significant
experience with other roguelikes and dungeon crawlers, you may be steered away by reviews that mention the bland combat
system and poorly balanced skill tree. I readily agree with these criticisms.

However, I highly recommend the game with a self-imposed Ironman rule: play from start to finish without any using the game's
most distinctive element, the Escape Wings. This alternative approach adds a surprising amount of depth and tension to the
game. It may seem impossible at first, but perseverence will yield an extremely satisfying gameplay experience to those who
make it through.. I've played this game close to over a hour now, seems like a good game, Just came out so im sure i'll run into
bugs. Wish there was more detail on the machines. Other than that seems like its going to be a good game. You get to work
hands on with the machines to fix them, and get to demo stuff and even build stuff so its evened out. Even if you start and the
first thing pops up is your company is BROKE!! Someone is spending all my money!

Intro Video Below!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yu5sN58bYwk. Well that was a snooze fest. I'm sure this type of game has its fans, but for
someone looking for something new and exciting. This. Is. Not.... Nise early access game.... Has more tactics then csgo.

11 teeth out of 10.. Lack of agency and no presence make this a pretty big miss for me. Not in step with where VR design has
progressed to, and a bit nausea inducing as a result. Love the initial world building though - would love to see a version with
movement rather than being a fairly polished wave-clearing experience.. the kangz in the dlc are pretty good tbh. Not bad, I do
wish the controllers aimed more as a gun instead of a pointing stick. this would help a lot with comfort.
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